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Lark (Book 1)The last time she checked, Mia Carrington was pretty sure that she was a normal girl

with a completely ordinary life.She goes to high school, has a crush on the gorgeous and

mysterious new boy in town, and has strange dreams that she canâ€™t help but feel are real

somehow.Okay, so maybe sheâ€™s not all that normal after all.A freak accident changes Miaâ€™s

life forever when she is thrown into another world and left to deal with the revelation that she is the

daughter of the King of the Light Elves. Throw in an ominous prophecy predicting that Mia will break

a curse unleashing the Dark Elves on the world and well, things donâ€™t look too good.There is

danger lurking at every corner in this strange world and Mia isnâ€™t sure who she can trustâ€¦The

only thing she is certain of is that the Dark Elves know about her, and they will stop at nothing until

they have her.In the Shadows (Book 2)Mia Carrington is struggling to come to terms with the fact

that she killed a man, while trying to find a balance between her role as the Princess of the Light

Elves and attempting to lead the life of a normal human teenager.Too bad her dual life doesn't come

with an instruction manual.Just when she thinks that fate can't throw anything else at her, the

Duchess Isobel is found on the brink of death and Miaâ€™s boyfriend Jacoby is the only

suspect.Despite the suspicion surrounding him, Mia is sure of the innocence of the boy she loves

and she is determined to prove it no matter the risk.The problem is, the one thing that can save

Isobel and clear Jacoby can only be found in the shadows of the Underworld.Oh boy.Like the Dawn

(Book 3)Mia Carrington has finally done the very thing she was destined to do all alongâ€”she's

broken the curse on the Dark Elves.In order to make up for her mistake, Mia has chosen to make

the ultimate sacrifice: her mortal life. The Dark Elves are now wreaking havoc on the mortal world

while the Light Elves are trying to gain alliances.It seems now that Dugan has come into full power,

nobody is brave enough to help defeat him, and the kingdom of Ã•lfheimr cannot do it alone. It's up

to Mia to try to persuade the other kingdoms, Raumelfr and Gautelfr, to join in their fight. Only they

seem more concerned with frivolous mattersâ€”like who will rule beside Mia when she becomes

Queen.Now that she has taken her place as King Alberico's rightful heir, there is no shortage of

suitors seeking her hand. But her heart already belongs to somebody, despite the fact that she

believes her choice has separated them forever.Mia has made her decision to be immortal and

there's no turning back now, but every choice has its consequence and, like the dawn must fade

into dusk, every beginning has to come to an end.
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I liked this series very much, I thought the character were well developed and that the plot was well

followed without to many twists and turns... my only problem was the grammar and use of tense.

Normally I don't complain about this with many books but some require attention for the authors

sake. First off, I am not the grammar queen and nor am I perfect. I just found some parts hard to

figure out, there were times when the author used present tense to refer to something that had

happened in book one, which makes it seem like the event is happening again only right now. Also

there were a lot of incomplete sentences, I know the human brain adds in the words to make sense

of what it is seeing but the author should have taken some extra time in a couple of spots to really

ask "does this sentence, by itself, make sense?" the answer would be no in many cases. All in all I

give the collection 4 stars, because even with its flaws I did enjoy reading it.

Although the love triangle drove me mad and she didn't pick the one I wanted her to. It was great

romance and suspense. I would consider rereading this trilogy someday and I'll definitely read Erica

Cope's other books.



There was good continuity.There was enough sub plot to make one wonder what was coming

next.The ending (not the prolog) was kinda a surprise.I always enjoy a book that ends well and this

one did.I suppose it's more of a young adult book but I enjoyed it anyhow.

I just have to say.. I am lucky that I waited for the Trilogy! I could not put these books down! Then

the cliff hanger at the end of the first two books! This was a great story and the characters made you

feel like you know all of them! I felt bad for Greyson at parts (no spoilers!) such a great read!

Well done! Great storyline and characters. Read Lark sometime back not realizing that time had

passed and then the other two sequels were published, yay! Bought this set and one book flowed

right into the other. Couldn't put it down until I was finished.

I really liked the imaginative setting the author created and witnessing Mia Carrington's journey to

follow the longings of her heart despite the obstacles along the way.

Loved the books. Great deal. Wish there was a 4th. My only problem was how the last book ended

just all of a sudden it was over

I liked it very much but but the story was to short for me
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